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BACK TO
TRADITION

CHAIRMAN’S
 CORNER

Old Pastimes resurrected by Teams

In all these days of
high tec computers and
the like, it is nice to see
teams in the Belfast
Sunday Premier
League going back to
the old days and reviv-
ing traditions long
since gone.

Specifically, I am refer-
ring to the old tradition
of gurning.

Now I certainly don’t
mean the screwing up
of the face and pulling
your bottom lip over
you head, No I am re-
ferring to gurning in
the more literal sense,

ie. the art of constantly
complaining.

My stance is one of a
Committee member
and referee, and it is
whilst conducting both
posts that my ears take
one hell of a bashing at
times, especially on the
pitch from players.

Now referees  on the
whole are easy going,
and can take a bit of
banter.  But when you
officiate in a match, and
both teams never shut
up, it is no wonder that
sometimes it gets to a

I have already received a
few enquiries from teams
hoping to enter the League
next season.
The situation, I believe, is
that we are going to have to
think about extending the
League, and whether we
will have enough Sunday’s
to complete the season.
At present, we are on
course to complete the sea-
son on time and have even
a few Sunday’s to spare,
courtesy of the good
weather.
If anyone knows of teams
wishing to join the League,
please let me know as early
as possible, and have them
put it to me in writing.
the earlier they contact me,
the more chance they will
have of being accepted next
season.
Gabe Devlin

Here are the numbers of
players that each team has
signed up to and including
2 December, 2001.

Managers are reminded
that it is their responsibil-
ity to ensure that no more
than thirty players aare
registered

22 - Chester Park.

23 - New Lodge and
Trinity Lodge.

24 - Monagh Star.

27 - Linenhall Athletic,
Boca Seniors, St. Matts.

28 - Sprint Auto,
Brookvilla

29 - Rock, Knock, St.
James, Adelaide, St.
Michaels,  Hotspurs,
Belfast Albion.

30 - Rushlight Celtic,
Dub, Deanby, Glen Swifts

A VIEW FROM THE MIDDLEA VIEW FROM THE MIDDLEA VIEW FROM THE MIDDLEA VIEW FROM THE MIDDLEA VIEW FROM THE MIDDLE
As we approach the festive season, I have noticed that

we do not get a break this year with
matches every Sunday.
I hope this does not result in hang
overs as we go into the matches,
with everybody including referees,
managers and players suffering the
after effects of  the wine and Turkey.
So far we all have had reasonably

quiet Sunday’s which is good and pleasing to all.
 I also notice that the monthly meetings are becom-
ing shorter, with no major problems being apparent.

 (contd page 2 col. 2)

PLAYER OF THE
MONTH

   It has been impossible to
pick a  Player of the Month
for December, 2001 as we
had no less than   twenty one
player all with one nomina-
tion each.  Among those,
were  twelve who had no dis-
ciplinary records this season.
   The competition will
therefore carry over until the
Sunday before next Months
Meeting, with the prize
being £20

REGISTRATIONS
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ON THE WEB
Every Issue of the BSPL News seems to bring some new development
or occurrence which sees the League become more professional , and
gives outsiders the chance to see just who and what we are.
And so this time, it falls to DUB F.C. to carry the mantle and they
have done it with the launch of the first website from a team in the
BSPL.   Although still in it’s infancy the site will hopefully provide  a
vehicle which not only Dub, but the BSPL in general can use to fur-
ther the cause of Sunday Football.
In fact, I intend to publish the BSPL News on the website, available as
a download so that teams can print out as many copies as they re-
quire.  The address of the site is www.dubfc.com so have a look
and let Art Keenan and the boys know what you think.

 A view from the middle (contd. from page 1 col. 2)
Again I hope that this is a trend which will long
continue.

So in closing, as this is my last column of  the year
2001, I would take this opportunity of  wishing, on
behalf  of  the referees, a happy Christmas and a
very happy, successful and prosperous New Year.

Wishing you all the best,  Con Fox

FAIR PLAY TABLE

UP TO AND INCLUDING 2 December, 2001
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.C.FkcoR 11 1 2 0 0 2 8181.0

.C.FkconK 9 2 4 0 0 4 4444.0

.C.FstfiwSnelG 01 3 6 0 0 6 6.0

.C.FcitelhtAllahneniL 21 5 01 0 0 01 3338.0

C.FsemaJ.tS 11 5 01 0 0 01 0909.0

.C.FedialedA 21 4 8 1 4 21 1

.C.FbuD 01 4 8 1 4 21 2.1

.C.FsroineSacoB 11 7 41 0 0 41 7272.1

.C.FsleahciM.tS 31 7 41 1 4 81 6483.1

.C.FsrupstoH 11 4 8 1 4 71 4545.1

.C.FallivkoorB 01 2 8 61 0 0 81 8.1

.C.FkraPretsehC 11 01 02 0 0 02 1818.1

.C.FstfiwSybnaeD 21 5 11 22 0 0 22 3338.1

.C.FsttaM.tS 21 9 81 1 4 22 3338.1

.C.FcitleCthgilhsuR 41 9 81 2 8 62 1758.1

.C.FnoiblAtsafleB 01 6 21 2 8 02 2

snilhguaLcMegdoLweN
.C.F

21 5 5 01 3 21 72 52.2

.C.FratShganoM 11 31 62 0 0 62 6363.2

.C.FegdoLytinirT 11 31 62 0 0 13 1818.2

.C.FotuAtnirpS 21 5 51 03 2 8 83 661.3
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COMMOM SENSE
Over the past number of weeks, it has become apparent, especially among the newer teams in the League, that
Referees are not being paid and match cards picked up until after teams have changed.  Sometimes this is even after
the appointed 1.30pm kick off.
This must cease forthwith and managers are reminded that it is their responsibility to pay the referee and get the card,
and this must be treated as a priority.  Should a referee be late, then if one of the other referees or Committe present
are asked politely, they should be able to give you the card and will hold onto the respective referees money pending
his arrival.  This is only Common Sense as it gets the cards signed up promptly and the matches started on time.
Please take heed of this and not have the Committee to continually be on teams backs.

point that a rash of yellow cards is the only
way to make players concentrate on their foot-
ball.

 In fact if some players did put as much effort
into their game rather than their moaning, the
standard of the League would be even higher.

I wonder if we or rather from a personal view,
I am too soft.  I try to explain that if I make a
certain decision, I will attempt to justify it, IF
I am spoken to in the right manner.  However,
some players seem to be of the opinion that
the rigt manner is standing nose to nose,
screaming their objections.  To do this is just
taking the most direct route to a yellow card
at the least.

Having said that, their are certain managers
who seem to take great delight in verbally
abusing Committee and referees just because
a decision has not gone their way.

As I have stated in other issues of the BSPL
news, this acts as a role model for players who
then believe it is proper to act in a similar fash-
ion towards Officials.

It is the responsibility of Team Officials to have
their teams cut out this dissent and aggres-
sive manner, bin addition to themselves.

Thankfully it is not one way traffic and I do
give credit where credit is due.  We in the
Belfast Sunday Premier League do have teams
who might whine a bit, but nevertheless get
on with the job in hand.  They are a pleasure
to referee, and negate the need for a trip to
the chemists from headache tablets before ev-
ery game.

There are also Managers who may not like a
decision or the way that a referee handled a
game.  At the final whistle they can pass on
their thoughts and comments, no matter how
bad, but they do it in a quiet and constructive
manner, which the referee can accept with no
need for recourse to the Committee with let-
ters of complaint.

The subject of dissent from players and man-
agers is a subject which has risen countless
times previously.  Unfortunately it will con-
tinue to be a topic for debate up until players
realise that referees are not there to be
verbally berated by Committee and Players.

Referees are determined to stamp this out, so
the message that Team Officials should be tak-
ing back to their players, is that if they don’t
lighten up, then it will be up to the referees to
start issuing more yellow cards for the slight-
est dissent.  No doubt this will brings howls of
protest, but then again, you have been warned.

 LACK OF KNOWLEDGE

Having had the benefit of completing my
referees course, and keeping up to date with
the laws of the game, It has become apparent
that players and Managers just do not know
the rules of the game.

From next month. I intend to run a column
which will deal with the more obvious laws and
how they should be interpreted.This will hope-
fully be read by the players who will have a
better grasp of the laws and how they are
applied and should hopefully cut out some of
the lack of underrsatnding which can lead to
dissent.

                          BACK TO TRADITION (Cont. from page 1 Headline)
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League Tables

These Tables represent all results up to and including 4 November, 2001
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SNILHGUALCMEGDOLWEN
.C.F

7 6 1 0 91

.C.FSTTAM.TS 6 6 0 0 81

.C.FCITLECTHGILHSUR 01 5 2 3 51

.C.FRATSHGANOM 8 4 1 3 21

.C.FEGDOLYTINIRT 8 3 2 3 11

.C.FOTUATNIRPS 8 3 0 5 9

.C.FKCOR 8 2 0 6 6

.C.FCITELHTALLAHNENIL 8 1 1 6 4

.C.FSEMAJ.TS 7 2 0 5 4

.C.FKCONK 4 1 0 3 3
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.C.FSRUPSTOH 7 7 0 0 12

.C.FKRAPRETSEHC 6 5 0 1 51

.C.FNOIBLATSAFLEB 5 4 0 1 21

.C.FBUD 6 3 2 1 11

.C.FSLEAHCIM.TS 8 3 1 4 01

.C.FALLIVKOORB 7 3 0 4 9

.C.FSTFIWSYBNAED 8 2 2 4 8

.C.FEDIALEDA 8 2 1 5 7

.C.FSTFIWSNELG 6 1 0 5 3

.C.FSROINESACOB 6 1 0 5 3


